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ABSTRACT 

Before and after 1947 India have been making various and numerous polices in wide 

spectrum of social developments ,unfortunately it s not reveled and advertised to needy and 

concern people to get benefit herby interested people on doing particular business also becoming 

as disinterested on doing business therefore along with policy formulation they have to watch 

whether it is reaching and flowing toward correct place if so it would make sufficient and 

expected results in the concern fields .There are no much significant progress and developments 

in the several departments of Indian administration despite it had been enacted numerous law and 

polices. Enacted law and polices of government of India have to properly make reach to concern 

people developments by its officers thereby expected success, goal, progress and achievement 

could be achieved .They  face multifarious problems in their dwelling places further they would 

like to succeed in their life beyond their hurdles with an interest to protect and make prosperous 

their civic life ,for which government have to initiate protective and motivating polices. 

 

1. Introduction 

In puducherry villianur taluk there are 38 villages in all these villages people 

have been living along with industry, factory and agricultural supports .Most of 

people in these places are doing business and doing very less cottage industry 

works, for which they have revealed that less number of financial privileges are 
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given by government and given poor family supports to them. Except ten 

percentage people in these villages rest of people are living at poor situation 

and being as daily wager, from this situation they feel hard to live and continue 

their life by facing all types of family expenditures and affairs. Beyond this 

they have been facing severe revenue problem in which male people support is 

found very less thereby they are not able to do cottage industry works. This is 

witnessed and exposed that modernized and techonlogised world where 

everyone would like to live softly and luxuriously without going to farming 

work and agricultural or cottage works in this regard dreaming and believing 

people have to do cottage works are seeming illusion and blurry .In these 

situation believing rich people and property people, poor ,middle and 

vulnerable class people have been found with an identity of poor status and 

beggar class among the richest India’s social system and also working hardly 

and sincerely  since from their birth to death. These people must be encouraged 

and motivated by government welfare schemes and entrepreneurs schemes 

toward attracting poor people and vulnerable communities. These works are 

not properly carried out by government officers due to their caste mindset and 

bias attitudes ,people belong to poor and vulnerable sections are suffering by 

being from the clutches of upper and rich people’s caste, religion, race and 

community based partiality and discriminations which are being properly 

accomplished by government officers in the public offices .There are lot of 

differentiation between people to people and community to community which 

are seen in this political administration due to income and property differences  

and status. In which SC and ST people have been have been seen facing 

numerous problems in terms of initiating and starting cottage industries and 

many of whom have been neglected by government officers on account of their 

caste brand in providing loan and financial assistances. In this pathetic period 

how government officer and government have to give neutral and impartial 

financial facilities to them to start cottage industry along with career counseling  

to earn money in cottage industry. 

Following problems are faced by people who want to commence cottage 

industries as well commenced person. 

Unwillingness of government officers to give counseling to cottage workers 

Looking cottage workers on caste, religion and community aspects by 

government officers from Minister to VAO 

Irregularity and dysfunctional habits of the government officer’s and 

department toward facilitating and encouraging cottage workers. 

Poor are being at  more poor situation  while riche people are  becoming much 

more richer due to government officer’s caste and religion based loan and 

counseling  activities thereby thy cannot succeed in their business   

Always poor and vulnerable people are neglected by government‘s elite 

peoples. 

Government entrepreneurs fund also allotted and allocated based on the caste, 

in which providing fund to poor people is delayed and exploited by 

government officers. 
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Some people like to start cottage industry but they don’t have land and capitals 

to run their cottage industry 

Most of people do not get family support due to daily income needs to manage 

family expenditures thereby they are asked by family members to go to daily 

wage works. 

Lack of government sachem’s popularity people did get enthuse on cottage 

works initiation  

Lack of finance source to start up initially cottage industry poor people suffer 

lot, for which government have to do remedial activities. 

Since government is not finding people who want to begin cottage industry 

thereby, it is not able to facilitate them and also keep suffering people as to 

how to get fund form government? 

Government has to give land, license and financial support to those who want 

to start cottage industry on monthly repayment chances  

Money and property having people are able to succeed in this industry 

In this region people are worrying lot by expecting department wise financial 

help to run cottage industry. 

They are losing cottage industry making chances since they did not get 

guidance, cousling and rout with financial assistances. 

Puducherry department and government have failed to identify skilled and 

interested people in establishing cottage industry. 

It must have been propagating and trumpeted in village wise about its facilities 

and assistances to who want to do cottage industry. 

Puducherry government must have been identified women who are doing 

cottage industry along with financial facilities. 

Most of youngster in villianur are roaming and involving in criminal activities 

without doing any works they must be engaged in cottage industry works by 

giving training and counseling to them    

Sine government assistances are not reached to the needy people with proper 

assignment day by day crime rate is increasing in entire puducherry and in 

Tamilnadu border therefore, to reduce crime rate puducherry government 

should attract youngsters to do cottage industry. 

Vocational, entrepreneur skills and training must be giving to today youngsters 

to do cottage industries for make peaceful society without picture of murder 

and offence. 

Every adult, women and youngster must be as a responsible and dutiful to this 

society and their family by doing cottage industry work. 

Work makes both male and female as a dedicative and sincere creatures and 

human beings to their family and country for which everyone has to do cottage 

industry work if they possess knowledge and interest  in that fields. 

Adequate and sufficient canvassing, training and propaganda is necessary from 

government side for inculcate skills about cottage industry to the rural and 

urban people who want to carry out this work. 

Irrespective of any distinction and partiality puducherry government has to 

motivate cottage industry with an aim to strengthen its economy as well as 

GDP. 
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2. Conclusion 

During 1947 father of India mahatma Gandhi is addressed in several occasions 

that cottage industry is backbone and vertebrate of the India’s economy. His 

marvelous and epoch making speech as to strengthen and make strong India’s 

economy he has put his an ultimate and altogether energy ,in this path every 

state and country needs to pay attention on renewing and restoring cottage 

industries across the India, through this patterns probability of poverty, famine 

and starvation could be overcome and India’s rural economy would be 

strengthened as it impinging on urban economy ,these both economy 

determines India’s International position in terms of military and politics .Due 

to deteriorations of both agriculture and cottage industries production and 

atmosphere we saw huge and plethora of problems and evils in the  social 

system. Social activities, political criminals and other women oriented 

problems in India have been increasing lot day by day .People are suffering lot 

and huge  in wide spectrum of social scenario owing to less agricultural job and 

cottage industries job facilities. Rationally and factually people shall able to 

live ,do their all types of social activities and carry out their future 

commitments along with the help of cottage industries and agricultural works  

,since they lost these hope they are maligned and become moribund in their 

health and life wise ,to prevent all these their sorrowful situation government 

and social system must motivate people who want to initiate and start  cottage 

industries and involve in pursuing of agricultural activities .Not letting poor 

people to blame further  they must be actively encouraged and facilitated to 

pursue their desired cottage and agricultural works .Though people and family 

members have had desire and willingness to do cottage industries works which 

becomes futile due to they did not get and receive financial motivation. Today 

or then governments from central to state is focusing on strengthening of 

software and hardware fields except agri and cottage industries, this trend is 

happening regularly with an interest to earn money, commission and do 

corruptions, forgetting this habits and practices they must boost and develop 

people who like to start cottage works and try to encourage people sustain who 

have already those works in different areas and states. Instead of government 

showing attention on fostering cottage works it shows much attention on 

strengthening and progressing unnecessary areas. Generally this works are 

done by poor people by borrowing money on interest basis once they face 

problems in earning of cottage industries their life growth and success became 

so pitiable therefore they are not able to carry out their routine works 

systematically and regularly according to their life expectations .Their less 

progress in cottage industry and business makes them to be bankruptcy and 

insolvent without happiness. Interest basis government has to facilitate people 

to work and resume their past works without any financial constraints and 

blockages. Therefore, in today scenario and contemporary period cottage 

industries are shrinking and downgraded due to government negligence and 

inattention. 
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